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This paper deals with local flow characteristics of subsonic turbulent jets in the 
presence of a cross-flow. For the various types of jet considered (a cylindrical 
jet and coaxial jets) the experimental results concern the axes and the velocity 
profiles in the plane of symmetry of the flow. In  the case of the cylindrical jet, 
the shape of the universal axial velocity profile is defined, as are the law of velo- 
city decay along the axis and the laws of variation of the thicknesses of the jet. 
Finally, the existence of a link between the axis equation and the law of axial 
velocity decay in the zone of similarity of the velocity profiles is established. 

1. Introduction to the problem 
The prime motivation for understanding the mixing which takes place when a 

jet of fluid is affected by the shear of a cross-flow is its direct application to the 
problem of the emission of effluents into the atmosphere via a chimney. Observa- 
tion of the behaviour of a wreath of smoke shows that rapid diffusion occurs in a 
natural wind, and it is obvious that this efficient entrainment mechanism should 
be thoroughly understood to  enable it to be adapted to other systems; in other 
words the aim is to discover the coupling characteristics of turbulence of various 
intensities and scales. 

In considering the problem of a jet in a cross-flow Ruggeri and Callaghan, in a 
series of publications (Callaghan & Ruggeri 1948, 1951; Ruggeri, Callaghan & 
Bowden 1950; Ruggeri 1952), studied the effect of varying the shape of the 
orifice and of heating the jet on a two-dimensional flow. Jordinson (1956) was 
the first to determine experimentally the trajectory of the wreath, defined the 
axis as the line joining the points of maximum velocity, and demonstrated that 
the cross-section of an initially cylindrical jet is distorted by the shear flow into a 
horseshoe shape. Gordier ( 1959), working with water, showed that Reynolds 
similarity could be applied. Keffer & Baines (1963) studied the structure of the 
turbulence in a deflected jet  and showed that similarity for the mean velocity 
profiles could be defined. Fan (1967) introduced the effect of a stratified atmo- 
sphere and suggested a mathematical model based on the resistance caused by the 
smoke wreath in the flow. Platten & Keffer (1968) suggested a model taking into 
consideration the two entrainment effects occurring in a deflected jet. 

In this paper, the object is to extend the problem to the case of multiple jets, 
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in order to understand more fully the turbulent mixing phenomena. It begins 
by considering the overall effects, which are easier to appreciate; but the essential 
characteristics of turbulent coupling must be considered to  allow a better under- 
standing of this complex phenomenon. 

2. Study of a single jet 
The major drawback of past theories, including those of the Russian school, 

representedin particular by Abramovitch (1963), Shandorov (1966) and Akatnov 
(1969), results from the overall level chosen for analysing the phenomenon, 
which does not take into account the finer characteristics, such as the axial 
velocity profile for example. 

NOW, in the plane of symmetry, a t  least, it is possible to separate experiment- 
ally a certain number of properties of the characteristics of the flow, amongst! 
which figures the similarity of the profiles in question. 

The problem which presents itself is then that of the compatibility of the 
solution obtained for the axis of the jet from overall hypotheses with the real 
properties of the flow. I n  order to discuss this in more detail, it is necessary to 
give the picture of the flow in the plane of symmetry as obtained from the 
experimental results. 

2.1. The behaviour of the j e t  in the presence of a cross-$ow 

As in the case of a jet flowing into a calm atmosphere, three distinct zones can 
be distinguished in the evolution of the jet in the presence of a cross-flow (see 
figure 1). 

Right from the outlet section, a t  which the vertical velocity profile is relatively 
uniform and the turbulent intensity is low, the jet undergoes strong shearing 
constraints owing to the velocity gradient. However, unlike the case of a jet 
without cross-flow, the velocity gradient cannot be reduced to  a single resultant, 
so that the entrainment, which in the first case was uniform and axisymmetric, 
now reveals itself to be far more complex. 

Moreover, as long as the jet possesses a relatively high amount of energy, it 
constitutes, for the external flow, a real obstacle, so that the overall flow which is 
established is the result of two flows: that of the external fluid around an obstacle 
characterized in particular by a region of eddies in the wake and that of the 
initially cylindrical jet normal to  the direction of the external flow at infinity. 

The presence of this wake zone, in which a whirling system of low frequency 
relative to  that of the turbulent disturbance is generally established, is the main 
cause of the asymmetry of the jet, resulting from the asymmetry of the inter- 
mittent zone surrounding the boundary of the latter, and of the asymmetry 
of the rate of entrainment into the external fluid. 

Thus, in zone I, called the zone of residual inlet velocity, the external fluid 
starts to be entrained by the jet, which in consequence spreads, slows down and 
curves. The characteristic of this zone is that only the circumferential part of 
the jet takes part in the mixing, the remainder forming the potential core, 
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FIGURE 1. Configuration of the flow in the plane of symmetry. 

where the axial velocity is of constant magnitude, but because of the initiation 
of the curve, this core no longer forms a cone strictly speaking, as was the case 
in a calm atmosphere. I n  practice, however, it was observed for the range of 
speeds considered that this zone is much less extensive than for the jet in a calm 
atmosphere, and thus that the curvature is sufficiently small for this potential 
core to be approximated by a cone without introducing significant error. 

When the maximum axial velocity begins to decrease, zone 11, known as the 
zone of accommodation, is reached; this zone is characterized by, amongst others, 
the following properties: the curvature of the jet increases; the entire section 
participates in the turbulent mixing. 

Zone 111, that of velocity profile similarity, appears when a law of similarity 
can be established for the velocity profiles. It will be discussed in greater detail 
in $92.4 and 2.6. 

2.2. Raw exploratory results 

In all the tests, the velocity profile ge was uniform at infinity and the level of 
turbulence of the transverse flow was less than 1 yo. The jet was obtained by 
using a cylindrical tube of radius r,, = 2 cm and length 120r, supplied by filtered 
air. The velocity profile in the outlet plane then corresponded closely with that of 
fully developed turbulent flow in a smooth pipe, the initial Reynolds number 
Re, based on the diameter lying between 21 200 and 53 600, depending on the test. 
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FIGURE 2. Raw results of the exploration of a cylindrical jet deflected by a cross-flow. 
Example of velocity field measurement. Test characteristics: rmo = 16*95rn/s; a = 3.95: 
Re,, = 41500. 

Using simultaneous measurement techniques the direction of the flow was 
measured using pressure sensors, and hot-wire anemometry was used for the 
magnitude of the flow to obtain the velocity profiles a t  various sections x = xi 
of the plane of symmetry of the flow. In each case a vector diagram similar to 
that of figure 2 was obtained. 

2.3. Axis of thejet 

For each section x = xi, the co-ordinate z of the point where the magnitude of 
the velocity vector is a maximum can be determined from the preceding result. 
The locus of these points in the plane of symmetry of the flow is, by definition, 
the axis of the jet. 

Figure 3 gives the experimental curves obtained for three different values of 
the ratio a = vrno/fie of the mean exit velocity over the velocity of the cross-flow 
equal to 2 0 3 7 ~ 3 . 9 5  and 6.35 respectively. As shown by figure 4 these axes coincide 
a t  a certain distance from the origin with a curve given by the equation 

x/ro = A(X/ro)03s5, (1) 

where A = 1.53 + 0 . 9 0 ( ~ r n o / ~ ) .  ( 2 )  
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FIUURE 4. Calculation of jet axis. Slope of linear part in (a) is 0.385. 
z/ro = A ( a )  x (x/r0)". 
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Value Values of a and 8; Notes on sources of 
of n A = Kaa+p results 

Keffer & Baines (1963) 0.375 - Hot-wire measurements 
Patrick (1967) 0.380 a = 0.85, /? = 0.80 Pressure measurements 

Gordier (1959) 0.370 a = 0.74, p = 0 Total pressure measure- 

Present experiment 0.385 a = 1, /? = 1-53 Hot-wire measurements 

w,,,,/~, 2 6.6 

ments in water 

2.37 < wm6/ge < 6-36 

T-4BLE 1 

Equations (1) and (2) for values of a between 2.37 and 6.35 agree well with the 
results obtained by various workers as shown in table 1. 

This first study enabled the validity of an experimental procedure very often 
used in the determination of the jet axis to be verified. This procedure consists 
of defining the axis of the wreath geometrically from flow-pattern photographs 
(cf. Margason ‘1968). By this process, although there are obvious reservations 
concerning its degree of precision, it is nevertheless possible to obtain results close 
to those obtained by defining the axis as outlined above, as shown in figure 5 
(plate 1). 

2.4. Evolution of the axial velocity 

Designating the value of the velocity along the jet axis by pm,,, figure 6 indicates 
the law of variation 

where 6 represents the curvilinear co-ordinate along the jet axis. It should be 
remembered that, in the case of a turbulent cylindrical jet flowing into a calm 
atmosphere, the law of decay of the axial velocity is hyperbolic in the steady 
state, so that ( 3 )  then becomes linear. 

In the case of the jet flowing into a moving atmosphere such a law does not 
appear to be impossible, a t  least in certain zones of the flow. 

2.5. Velocity mapping 

From the raw results mentioned in 5 2 . 2 ,  the loci of the points where the magni- 
tude of the velocity vector is constant, in the plane of symmetry of the flow, 
can be plotted. Thus three ‘maps’ corresponding to the three values of a (2.37, 
3.96 and 6.35) are determined: figures 7 (a ) ,  ( b )  and (c). 

These graphs reveal an interesting characteristic of the flow, namely its 
asymmetry, its axis being curved towards the lower boundary of the wreath. 
It is thought that this is due to the presence of a pressure field associated with the 
‘ obstacle ’ formed by the wreath near its source and characterized by a zone of 
low pressure on the upstream face of the wreath. 
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FIGURE 6. Axial velocity decay law. 0, a = 6.35; 0 ,  a = 3.95; 0 ,  a = 2.37. 

2.6. Axial velocity profiles 

At various sections of the wreath, defined by their abscissae xi/ro, the profile 
of the velocity component parallel to the local tangent to the jet axis at xi 
(corresponding to the angle on figure 8) was determined. Thus axial velocity 
r ( r )  profiles were obtained which were analogous to that representedin figure 9, 
which corresponds to the case a = 3.95. 

A method for extracting a law of similarity for these profiles to enable their 
representation by a single function was sought. This function was of the form 

_ _  
wlwmax 1 dT) ,  (4) 

where 7 = +A> ( 5 )  

rh being a reference length which should be specified. 
A very conventional method of defining r,, consists of choosing for it the 

distance from the axis to the point where the velocity is equal to Avmax. Because 
of the asymmetry of the velocity profile, such a process gives two different 
values of r,,: r,f for r > 0 and r, for r < 0 (see figure 8). The non-dimensional 
variable 7 is then defined as follows: 

(7' = r/r$ for r > 0, 

19- = v/r; for r < 0. 
9 =  

From this definition, the representation defked in (4) and ( 5 )  is applicable 
after a certain distance from the source. Moreover, as shown by figure 10, it 
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FIGURE 7 (a). For legend see p. 50. 

10 

leads to a symmetric curve of Gaussian type or a Tollmien function for the jet 
without cross-flow. The value of h used for plotting figure 10 was the conven- 
tional value h = 0.5. The following can thus be concluded a t  this point. 

(a )  After a certain distance from the exit plane of the cylindrical jet deflected 
by a cross-flow, the non-dimensional axial velocity profiles WlW,,, in the plane 
of symmetry of the flow depend only on the ratio r/rh. 

( b )  As long as the points of the profile facing the cross-flow are related to r i ,  
and those downstream of the wreath to r i ,  the non-dimensional profile obtained 
is symmetrical. 

(c) The relationship 14’/Wmax = g(7)  thus obtained is closely analogous to that 
relating to  a jet flowing into a calm atmosphere and can thus be represented, 
for example, by Tollmien’s law. 

_ _  

_ _  
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FIGURE 7 ( b ) .  For legend see p. 50. 

2.7. Law of variation of the wreath thickness 

Calling the thickness of the wreath BAO(z) to O( 1 -A,) accuracy, we have 

BhO(X)  = K0(4 + I r % ( q  - (6) 

Figure 11 then shows the variation of r&(x) and r I0(x)  to be linear and of dif- 
ferential gradient as could be expected (the value chosen for A, was 0.50). 

From (6) it can be deduced that the thickness of the wreath varies linearly with 
longitudinal distance downstream of the jet, a result which should be compared 
with the widely accepted hypothesis that the ‘width’ of the wreath follows a 
relationship linear in 5. 

2.8. Some remarks on theJ’Eow at the periphery of thejet 

The first remark concerns the presence of a ‘secondary flow) in the wake zone. 
The velocity measurements showed, moreover, that this occurs either in the same 
direction as the jet or in the opposite direction, thus leading to a real reverse 
current,. This phenomenon may be likened to that of the ‘crest ’ noted in many 
experiments on hydraulic models; see Vadot (1965). In  the upper part of the jet, 

4 F L  M 
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FIGURE 7 .  Velocity maps of the sheared single jet. ( a )  vm,, = 8.17m/s, a = 2.37, 
Re, = 21200. ( b )  WTn, = 16.95m/s, a = 3.95, Re,, = 41500. (c) vm,, = 20.70m/s, a = 6.35, 
Re, = 53 600. --, jet axis. 

~ @ O @ O A A A A V V V C l U  
Velocity (m/s) 3 3.5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 16 18 

( b )  0 (c) 0 0 0 
Velocity (m/s) 19 19 20 21 

on the other hand, such a phenomenon is not present, which helps to show the 
previously mentioned asymmetry. 

The second remark deals with the formation of a stable eddy system down- 
stream of the jet. At several different points N of a particular vertical section, 
the Euler autocorrelation uh(t) u:,,(t - T) was recorded. The curves obtained, 
which appear for qualitative reasons only in figure 12, show clearly the 
appearance of a periodic phenomenon of much lower frequency than the 
turbulent fluctuations, and thus indicate the existence of a stable eddy system 
in this zone of the flow. 
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FIGURE 9. Axial velocity profiles in the deflected jet. a = w,,,/if, = 3-95 

o o n o n u u  
x/ro  0.5 1.25 2.0 3-0 4.0 5.0 6.0 

2.9. New method for calculating the j e t  axis in the 
zone of velocity proJi1e similarity 

The experimental results already mentioned can be used as a starting-point for 
a new method for evaluating the axis of the jet under the influence of a transverse 
shear. Consider, in the zone of establishment of veIocity profile similarity, the 

4-2 
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FIGURE 10. Similarity law for axial velocity profiles in the deflected jet. For a= 6.35: 
[XI, siro = 2 ,  @,z / ro  = 4; --, theoretical Tollmien law. For a = 3.95: 0 ,  X / r o  = 1-25; 0 ,  
x/ro = 2 ;  0, z/ro = 3; , x/ro = 4; a, z/ro = 5. 

half-profile of the axis component connected with the upper part of the jet. The 

a t  r = 0, boundary conditions are 

AU, cos a at  r = rh. 
Allowing for the effect of the non-dimensional variable 7 = r/rh and taking into 

account equation (4), the following is true a t  the upper boundary: 

substituting (3) in this equation yields the following : 

W(I ,< / r0 )  = A V e c o s ~  = g(I)Wmax; 
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FIGW 12. (a)  Periodic phenomenon and (b )  its disappearance at x/ro = 5. 
rmo = 20.70m/s, a= 6.35,Re0 = 53600. (a )  z/ro = 8, frequency N 11.5Hz. ( b )  z/ ro = 10. 

Then, if the fact that cosu = dx/cl[ is used in this equation, the differential 
equation of the wreath axis in the form x(5) is obtained: 

If the suffix 1 is assigned to the section from which the similarity is established, 

Equation ( 7 )  shows that continuation of the evaluation now depends only on 
a knowledge of the axial velocity decay law, characterized by the function 
f(lJro). As a first approximation, as suggested by figure 3, a linear relationship is 
assumed. Then letting 

and 

equation ( 7 )  leads to 
f(!?”o) = w / r o  + K’, 

which constitutes the jet axis in (x, c) co-ordinates. 
In  order to obtain the equation in (2 ,  x) co-ordinates, it  is sufficient to note that 

dz/dC = (1 -cos2u)*, where cosu = dx/dc.  
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of theoretical (curve) andexperimental (points) jet  axes; a = 6.25. 

Zb.0 1 4 7 10 14 20 
4 . 0  

Experimental 7 13.2 16.5 18.2 20.5 23.5 
Theoretical - - - 17.94 19.86 24.47 

- + 1.7 + 3-2 - 4  

Thus, putting u = K@, + K’ 

By putting t = A cosh q5, the indefinite form of the integral on the right-hand side 
can also be written as AS tanh q5 sinh $ d$, which can be integrated by par& to 
give the expression A[sinh $ - 2 tan -I (tanh &$)I. 

Returning to the variables z/ro and X = x/ro = xl/ro, the equation of the jet axis 
can be written in the form 

u1 exp (KA-l X) - A  
(ul exp (2KA-1 X) -A2)& 

- = 1 ([ul exp (2KA-1 X )  - A2]* - 2 tan-1 
2-z1 

ro K 

- ( ~ ~ - A ~ ) ~ + 2 t a n - ~ [ u ~ - A / ( u ~ - A ~ ) * ] ] ,  (14) 

where u1 is simply K(cl/ro) + K‘ = f(<l/r,). 
An illustration of the above calculation is given by figure 13 for the case where 

W,/U, = 6.35. Profile similarity was assumed to hold from the section xI/ro = 10, 
where cl/r0 = 20-9. The decay of the axial velocity was taken as a hyperbolic 

- -  
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FIGURE 14 

function, leading to a linear expression for the function f(C/r,) where K = 0.13 
and K' = 0.25, these values being deduced from the appropriate curve of figure 6. 
The numerical values of the other parameters were A = 5.05 and u1 = 5-20. 
I n  the caption to figure 13, the divergence between the theoretical and experi- 
mental points is given. It is less than or equal to 4 yo within the range 

I0 < x/r ,  < 20. 

It should be noted, however, that the approximation of the function f(C/ro) 
by a linear relationship leads to an axis equation which diverges very rapidly as 
x/ro tends towards infinity. Also such a simplification, from the calculation 
viewpoint, is not necessarily the most appropriate, and a more elaborate form 
(such as a power law) might lead to results whose range of validity was greater. 

3. Study of coaxial jets 
3.1. Introduction 

I n  parallel with the study of a jet sheared by a cross-flow, the shear of two 
coaxial jets by a similar cross-flow was also studied. These coaxial jets were 
generated by two concentric cylindrical ducts with independent supplies. 

The tests described were characterized by the following non-dimensional ex- 
perimental conditions: e/Ri, WJW, and K/q, where Riand Ri + e are the respective 
radii of the internal and external ducts, @ and are the respective exit velocities 
of the internal and external jets and is the velocity of the cross-flow (see figure 
14). As before, the mean velocity direction was determined by pressure sensors, 
and its magnitude by hot-wire anemometry. 

- _  _ _  

3.2. Characteristics of the tests 

The experimental results discussed satisfy the characteristics given in t'able 2, 
among which ambient pressure P, and temperature T, are also quoted. 

3.3. DeJinition of the jet axis 

Having defined the jet axis as the locus of the velocity maxima in the case of a 
single jet, a slightly analogous definition was adopted for axis of the coaxial 
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Para- R, wc De P U  T U  

meter (mm) e/Ri (m/s) EjK. (mis) q/u, (mmHg) ("C) 

Test A 20 0.05 10.7 8 3 3.56 750 22 
Test B 20 0.10 10.7 4 3 3.56 748 21 
Test C 20 0.05 10.7 5.5 3 3.56 755 23 

TABLE 2 

FIGURE 15. Vertical velocity profiles. (a )  Magnitude. ( b )  Direction. 

jets,following a study of the vertical profiles of the magnitude and direction of the 
velocity (figures 15 (a )  and ( b ) )  . Near the nozzles, each profile of thevelocitymagni- 
tude has two maxima: one facing the cross-flow, the other downstream of the jet. 
After the respective maxima facing the cross-flow and downstream of the jet 
had been plotted, it was noted (figure 15) that only the locus of the maxima facing 
the cross-flow is a line of mean velocity, the locus of the maxima downstream of 
the jet being inclined a t  an angle to the direction of the mean velocity at every 
point. The behaviour of the velocity downstream of the jet can be explained by 
considering that two regions of eddies develop on either side of the plane of sym- 
metry of the flow with ingestion of external air into the jet (see figure 16). 

I n  consequence the jet axis was defined as the locus of the maxima facing the 
cross-flow. 

3.4. Isovels: evolution of the velocity maxima facing the cross-$ow 

Prom the velocity measurements taken, it was possible to plot lines of constant 
velocity magnitude for the three cases considered (figure 17). I n  order to do this, 
a few particular values of the magnitude of the mean velocity were plotted, these 
being obtained by exploring the vertical velocity profiles. 

From the preceding results, the position of the jet axis, i.e. the locus of the 
velocity maxima facing the cross-flow, was studied (figure 18). 
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FIGURE 17 (a). For legend see p. 59. 
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FIGURE 17 (6) .  For legend see p. 59. 

3.5. Evolution of the je t  axis 
The determination of the axis of the jets was achieved with the help of the iso- 
vels, of which the most advanced points form part of the axes. It was shown that 
the axis of the jets may be expressed by a power law for the fully developed flow. 

Indeed thevariationof log (ZlR,) with log (XIR,), whereZ/Ri and X/Ri  are non- 
dimensional, is linear with slope a = 0.385 (figure 19). Thus 

ZIR, = K(X/Ri)0.38S, (15) 

where K = 9.45, 7.50 and 7-00 for tests A, B and C respectively (experimental 
values). This result, which is identical to that for the single jet, differs never- 
theless in the determination of the coefficient K .  
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FIGURE 17. Velocity maps for the coaxial jets. 0, maximum velocity; x , 4 m/s; + , 5m/s; 
0, 6m/s; 0, 10m/s. (a )  Test A ,  annulus thickness = lmm. ( 6 )  Test B, annulus thick- 
ness = 2 mm. (c) Test C ,  annulus thickness = 1 mm. 

The following formula, a function of the characteristic test parameters e, 

(16) 

_ -  
Ri, Wi, W, and oe and of the mean velocity vi,, is suggested for K :  

- _  
K = 1.53 + 0.6 (q,/oe) + 0.2 (el&) (Ws/iV,)z (wi/Ve)$, 

where 
- w. = 

central flow -t- annular flow 
cross-section of the central duct 

This relation for K was obtained by taking measurements from photographs of 
jets taken during tests during which each characteristic parameter was syste- 
matically and independently varied. 

Finally, good agreement between the experimental and calculated values for K 
was obtained with calculated values for K of 9.68, 7-53 and 7.00 for tests A ,  B 
and G respectively. 
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FIGURE 18. Jet axis. U, = 3m/s: +, test A ;  A, test B; 0 test c. 
-- x --, axis calculated from (15) and (16). 

FIGURE 19. Law of variation of the jet axis. Slope a of the linear part 
is 0.385. +, test A ;  a, test B;  0, test C .  
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FIGURE 20. Example of velocity magnitude profile: test  A .  

3.6. Transverse velocity profiles 

By using the magnitudes from the isovels and by projecting these, taking into 
account the mean direction of the velocity at  each point, onto the normal to the 
jet axis, several transverse mean velocity profiles were plotted. One of these is 
supplied as an example in figure 20. The strong asymmetry of these profiles 
stresses the decisive role played by the velocity maximum facing the cross-flow. 

3.7. High-speed central j e t  
If the velocity relationship of the central and annular jets is reversed and shear 
takes place through a cross-flow perpendicular to the jet axis, separation of 
the two jets occurs. The central high-speed jet pierces the annular jet, thus losing 
part of its energy and continuing its trajectory as a single jet, whilst the annular 
jet, having been entrained for a short while by the central jet, in turn behaves 
as a single sheared jet. The readings of the velocity maxima plotted on figure 21 
show the two distinct paths for the jets. 

In  this particular case, dissociation of the two flows is confirmed. This 
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FIGURE 21. Central blowing: locus of velocity maxima. W,/Wi = 0.11. 

+, central jet; @, annular jet. 

phenomenon does not occur in the absence of a cross-flow, mixture then taking 
place through entrainment of the external jet by the central jet; see Mermet, 
Bouscaren & Dubois (1966). 

3.8. High-speed blowing with a semicircular annulus round the central jet 

The results of the study described in 8 3 showed that the high-speed annular jet 
delays the effects of the shearing of the central jet by a cross-flow. Because of the 
asymmetry of the velocity profile already mentioned it seems that the annular 
jet does not contribute in its entirety in the same manner to this phenomenon. 
Thus it was interesting to study the behaviour of the central jet for the case when 
the annular blowing was limited to the upstream semicirc!e. 

After defining the jet axis as in $ 3  the relation Z/R, = f ( X / R i )  was plotted in 
figure 22 for the experimental conditions given in table 3. 

It was noted that, contrary to the previous case where W,/W, < 1, entrainment 
takes place without separation of the two jets as in the case where blowing occurs 
round the entire annulus. However, it should be pointed out that the height of 
penetration is now smaller. 
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FIGURE 22. Z/Ri = f ( X / R i )  us. XIR,. -, semicircular upstream blowing; 
--, annular blowing, test B. w,jW, = 4,0 ,  = 3m/s. 

4. Conclusions 
The preceding sections have enabled a certain number of results to be obtained 

concerning the behaviour of two types of turbulent jet being acted upon by a 
cross-flow. In  the case of the initially cylindrical single jet, the velocity distribu- 
tion measurements led to a stricter definition of the flow in the plane of symmetry. 
Thus it was possible to define not only the axes of the jets, but also the axial 
velocity component profiles and the evolution of the component maximum along 
the axis. The analysis thus carried out enabled a zone of velocity profile simi- 
larity to be found, in which the jet axis equation is closely linked to the expression 
for the decay of the maximum velocity. This connexion can then be used as a 
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basis for a new calculation method for the jet axis depending not on considera- 
tions of overall equilibrium of a finite element of the jet, but on the intrinsic 
structures of the flow. Conversely, starting with the equation of the jet axis, it 
thus becomes possible to deduce a relationship for the axial velocity decay. 

For the second part of the study, concerning the emission of coaxial jets into a 
cross-flow, there exists as yet, as far as the authors know, only a very limited 
amount of literature. This is why the first aim was to define the overall charac- 
teristics of the flow embodying the jet axes and the velocity _ -  ‘maps). The funda- 
mental parameter considered in these tests is the ratio WJW, of the initial exit 
velocities of the two jets, which has a very direct influence on the height of pene- 
tration. I n  particular, high-speed annular blowing can be considered as a method 
of delaying the effects of shearing of the central jet by the cross-flow. This result 
is close to the statements made by Madjirski, Tchitchov & Kouzou (1970) on the 
existence near the nozzles of a separation surface between the central and 
annular jets in a calm atmosphere and those of Ricou & Spalding (1961) con- 
cerning the importance of delaying the turbulent dilution of the central jet until 
a long distance from the nozzles. This leads to interest in the effect of this 
parameter on the diffusion conditions. 

On this point, it is found that blowing with only the semicircle facing the 
cross-flow leads to results analogous to those obtained by blowing over the whole 
annulus for the case when WJW, > 1. On the other hand inversion of the blowing 
jets (W,/W, < 1) leads to separation of the jets and drastically affects the diffusion 
conditions of the flow. 

_.-  
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FIGURE 5 .  Flow pattcrri for the case a = 6.25. -~ , jct axis, defincd as 
thr locus of the velocity mnxirnn. 
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